
STAMPS BY ME How to guide

Step 1:

Step 2:

Choose the first solid stamp from the 
‘Instant Artist Lamination’ stamp set and 
place it on a stamping block.

Use a selection of ‘Pretty Color Inside’
inks to add vibrant colour to the stamp.
Then spray the stamp with water 2-3
times. 
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STAMPS BY ME

Step 3:

Step 4:

To provent lines when stamping, lightly
tap the ink into the stamp.

Position your stamp onto your card and
press down evenly on your stamping block.

Step 5:
While waiting for the floral stamp to dry,
choose the ‘Thank You’ stamp, place it on
a stamping block and then stamp evenly
as many times as you would like down the
side of the card. 

Step 6:
Lastly, choose the detailed stamp, place it
on a stamping block, add the ink and then
place over the previously stamped floral 
silhouette. Then evenly press down the 
stamping block to add the detail.



STAMPS BY ME How to guide

Step 1:

Step 2:

Take out the detailed floral stamp
from the ‘Instant Artist Lamination’ stamp 
set, place on a stamping block and then 
ink up using a sponge dauber.

Use a variety of inks on the stamp using
a sponge dauber. Then spray the stamp 
2-3 times and then position where you 
want to stamp and press down evenly on 
your stamping block.
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Step 3:

Step 4:

Repeat the process, stamping the same
stamp in the corners of the card.

Choose the ‘Be the best version of you’
sentiment stamp and place it on a 
stamping block.

Step 5:
Use an ink to coat the stamp and then 
proceed to evenly stamp in the middle
of the card.



STAMPS BY ME How to guide

Step 1:

Step 2:

Choose this solid stamp from the 
‘Instant Artist Lamination’ stamp set and 
place it on a stamping block.

Use a selection of ‘Pretty Color Inside’
inks to add vibrant colour to the stamp.
Then spray the stamp with water 2-3
times. 
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Step 3:

Step 4:

Position your stamp onto your card and
press down evenly on your stamping block.

Choose the detailed floral stamp and place
it on the Eureka. Then using an ink of
your choice, ink up the stamp.

Step 5:
Press down evenly on the Eureka to stamp.

Step 6:
Lastly, choose the sentiment stamp ‘Happy
Birthday’, place on the Eureka, then add
ink to the stamp. Once inked up, close the 
lid and press down evenly to stamp.



STAMPS BY ME How to guide

Step 1:

Step 2:

Using the ‘Pretty Color Inside’ inks, 
start swiping down from the top of the card 
to create this effect. Multiple colors can 
be used.

Using a spray bottle, spray some water on
your fingertips and then flick the water onto
the card to create a watercolor effect. Then
dab it with a tissue. To dry the ink, use a 
heat gun.
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Step 3:

Step 4:

Using a Eureka, place and position this 
solid floral stamp from the ‘Instant Artist
Lamination’ stamp set and ink it up. Then
close the Eureka lid and press down evenly 
to stamp. Repeat this process using parts
of the stamp to create this effect.

Spray some water on a stamping block and
then using a thin paint brush, use the water
to create a sunset shape in the middle of
the card. 

Step 5:
Using a white gel pen, draw into the
flowers, adding a light effect.

Step 6:
Lastly, using the sentiment stamp ‘Not all
flowers bloom at the same time’, place it on
the Eureka then press down evenly to 
stamp.



STAMPS BY ME How to guide

Step 1:

Step 2:

Using this solid floral stamp from the 
‘Instant Artist Lamination’ stamp set, place
it on a stamping block and use a variety 
of inks on the stamp using a 
sponge dauber. 

Spray the stamp 2-3 times with a spray 
bottle to create a watercolor effecrt. 
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Step 3:

Step 4:

Press down evenly on the stamping block 
to stamp.

Repeat the stamping process to create a 
row of flowers like this.

Step 5:
Using a fine liner pen, draw a frame
around the top of the card.

Step 6:
Lastly, using the sentiment stamp ‘Not all
flowers bloom at the same time’, place it
on a stamping block, ink it up, position 
on the card and press evenly to stamp.


